1. Designates Chassis Manufacturer
   17N—John Deere Waterloo Works

2. Designates Model (Wheelbase)
   0—138 in.
   1—158.5 in.
   2—168 in.
   3—178 in.
   4—190 in.
   5—208 in.
   6—228 in.
   7—252 in.

3. Designates Series (GVWR)
   1—Light (9001—10000)
   2—Medium (10001—14000)
   3—Medium/Heavy (14001—16000)
   4—Heavy (16001—19500)

4. Designates Cab Type
   0—RV No Cab
   1—CV No Cab

5. Designates Engine Type
   1—Carbureted Gasoline
   2—Compressed Natural Gas
   3—Diesel
   4—EFI Gasoline

6. Designates Brake System
   1—Hydraulic Assist Front Disc and Rear Drum
   2—Hydraulic Assist Front and Rear Disc

7. Designates Check Digit
   6—Calculated

8. Designates Model Year
   G—1986
   H—1987
   J—1988
   K—1989

9. Designates Manufacturer's Plant Location
   W—Waterloo, Iowa

10. Designates Chassis Serial Number
    Sequential Number of Products
    Assigned by John Deere